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services in numerous colonial wars; none of our official
reports, however, enter so fully into details as does this
report, hence it should prove of great value for future
reference.

THE SPECIAL RESERVE, ROYAL ARMY
MEDICAL CORPS.

LIEUTENANT COLONEL E. M. WILSON, R A.M C. (R.P.),
delivered recently at St. George's Hospital an address on
the conditions of service in the Special Reserve, Royal Army
Medical Corps, and in conclusion gave a short account of
the Officers' Training Corps. He said:

It may be convenient in commencing the description of
the Special Reserve of the Royal Army Medical Corps to
clear the ground by saying what it is not, because there
are now so many branches of the medical profession in
connexion with the public services that there may be
some confusion.

It has nothing to do with the method of obtaining a
commission in the regular forces of the Royal Army
Medical Corps. We should all be glad to see as many
St. George's men as possible competing for commissions in
the Royal Army Medical Corps. that corps of which John
Hunter was once Director- General, but, as Rudyard
Kipling says, " that is another story." The connexion with
the regular army will be explained later on. Neither has
it anything to do with the Royal Army Medical Corps
Territorial Forces, the field ambulances, or the general
hospitals; and here the separation is complete. A com.
mission cannot be held in the Territorial Forces and the
Special Reserve at the same time.
Many St. George's men have served, and are serving, in

the Royal Army Medical Corps Territorial Forces (formerly
Militia and Volunteers), and I would stroDgly urge any
young medical man settling down in practice to consider
the advisability of joining his local corps, but he should
clearly understand that the position of an officer of the
Royal Army Medical. Corps Territorial Forces is that of a
member of a complete organization to serve at home in
case of invasion, while that of an officer of the Special
Reserve is primarily to serve abroad in case of war.
The situation is this: The establishment of the Royal

Army Medical Corps (regular army) is about 1,000, of
'whom 400 are usually serving at home in times of peace.
If mobilization were to be ordered, this number would
require to be enormously increased at once. In round
numbers, 600 are required for four divisions and a cavalry
division sent on active service. Where are these men to
be got ? The ansnwer, of course, has always been up till
now, " Employ civil surgeons." I do not know whether it
crossed the Director-General's mind that, as I was a civil
surgeon myself, I might have something to say on this
point, but the fact remains that rather more than thirty
years ago I went out to South Africa, on the recommenda.
tion of Mr. G. D. Pollock in that capacity during the Zulu
war, and served for nearly a year before entering the Royal
Army Medical Corps.
When the South African war began in 1899 I happened

to be employed at the War Office, and the contracts and
conditions of service for the numerous civil surgeons whom
it was found necessary to engage were framed on the same
lines.

It would of course be absurd to suppose that any nation
would maintain a permanent medical corps of trained
officers, far more than is necessary in times of peace, on
the chance that they might be required in time of war;
and, on the other hand, the hasty collection of a large
lumber of young medical men to serve abroad with an
army in the field has not been found in practice to be
altogether satisfactory. It has therefore been decided
in connexion with our profession to create a " Special
Reserve" of officers who will undertake to serve abroad
with an army, should their services be required.
The reasons for preferring commissioned medical officers

to civil surgeons may be considered under two main heads
-first, the advantage to the army; and, secondly, the
advantage to the civil surgeons themselves.
The State obtains a commissioned officer serving under

cnilitary law, and trained to a certain extent in military
medical administration. I hope that no one will imagine
because he is a fully qualified medical practitioner there
is either nothing to learn, or, if there be, that it is all

unnecessary routine, what is commonly known as " red
tape" or "office work." Tbough all routine duties are
cut down as much as possible in the field and relegated
to "the base," where the unfortunate live who do all the
work and get none of the glory, a considerable amount of
official work must be done in the field, and especially in
the hospitals, and I will only instance three subjects
affecting our own profession.
First.-The General must know from day to day and

from week to week how many fighting men he has at his
disposal. This means an accurate daily and weekly
statement of sick and wounded in all hospitals. Simi-
larly, the colonels of regiments and corps must be kept
informed when any men are coming back to duty or are
being invalided.
Secondly.-There is an intense and very natural desire

on the part of friends and relations at home to know how
their husbands, brothers, and sons in hospital are getting
on, and it would be impossible to furnish this information
unless accurate records were kept of admissions, dis-
charges, and transfer of all officers and men in all
hospitals. This correspondence, official and private,
regarding individuals has grown enormously in the last
few years and imposes a great amount of labour on every
hospital staff, of which every officer has to take his
share.
Thirdly.-From these hospital returns the medical

history of the campaign has to be written, not only the
effects of wounds caused by modern weapons, but the
incidence of different diseases, both subjects of the utmost
importance as regards future wars. These records and
invaliding boards are also most important as regards
individuals financially, as by these means the pensions of
those disabled are assessed.
Witbout troubling you with questions of sanitation,

hospital supplies, clothing, and equipment, you will, I am
sure, agree that there are things to be done in a military
hospital in addition to the surgical and medical attendance
on the patients.

Besides this, it is a great advantage to the army and to
the individual that every one in the position of an officer
should have the definite status conferred by a military
commission.

It may seem a truism to say that with an army in the
field military law is supreme, but perhaps it may not be
clearly understood that every one who is not an officer
or a soldier is a camp follower, without any authority
whatever.

It would not matter so much if all the civil surgeons
were in the large hospitals where they would have nothing
but professional duties to perform, but this cannot be
guaranteed in a big campaign. Our lines of communica-
tion are almost always of great extent. From Capetown
to PretoTia is nearly 1.000 miles. From Cairo to Khartoum
it is 1,400. Small posts are constantly being formed or
small columns sent out; convoys must be sent back
towards the base, etc, and commissioned medical officers
cannot always be spared. Civil surgeons must be em-
ployed, and then when on detached duties they feel the
want of the authority conferred by a commission.

I well remember being sent down from Maritzburg to
Durban in 1879 with a big convoy of sick. There were no rail-
ways in those days except for a few miles out of Durban.
and the sick were conveyed in wagons. I had no one
with me to preserve discipline; the men were con-
valescent, and as they had already been invalided were a
little difficult to control, and I had the cheerful informa-
tion that the last convoy taken down by a civil surgeon
had got out of hand altogether, and one of the men had
been actually lost. I feltbadly then-the want of the mark
on the arm or the shoulder, the star ox badge denoting the
possession of military rank and authority. Still, we got
through! I am afraid, like " the little orficer boy with
the big drunk draft" in Rudyard Kipling's story, I adopted
some unconstitutional methods of preserving discipline
but I handed over my convoy at Durban after three o
four days' march " all present and all sober."
For some time I was alone in charge of a hospital in a

detached fort in Zululand with one most inefficient hospital
sergeant. I do not think the sick suffereti: because I looked
after them myself, bult the returs, of which I, of course,
knew nothing, certainly went wrong, and I received a sar-
castic letter from the S;urgeon-General: ";Please be more
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careful in your returns," he wrote; " the 99th Regiment of
Foot are not Irregular Horse." Well, I did not suppose
they were, but my fool of a sergeant had made some
stupid mistake. later on the Surgeon-General came
through my post, punished my sergeant and took him
away, so that I was rather worse off than before.
On occasions like those you must learn and teach your-

self, but if I could have had three months' training in a
military hospital before I left England things would have
been easier.

The New Special Reserve; Conditions of Service.
A candidate must be a full -qualified medical man

under 30 years of age; he is Iable to be called up for
army service at home or abroad at a time of imminent
national danger or great emergency when the army reserve
is called out until his services are no longer required. This
liability is for one year only, and can be renewed annually
up to the age of 40. If he wishes to terminate his liability
at any time he must give a month's notice before the end
of any year of service, but if in any special case the
enforcement of this liability is represented to be pre-
judicial to his professional prospects, the case will be
specially considered by the Army Council.
A candidate makes an application on a special form,

makes a certain declaration, and gets a certificate of moral
character, and is medically examined as to his fitness. If
accepted he will be required to undergo three months'
training at Aldershot. This course is similar to that
undergone by officers on probation of our own corps and
the Indian Medical Service.
There is now a class just joined at Aldershot, but

candidates can join at any time convenient to themselves.
On joining a candidate gets a gratuity of £20 for

uniform, but has to guarantee to serve four years in the
Special Reserve or refund one-fourth for each year if he
withdraws before the end of the fourth year. This
uniform allowance covers the cost of service dress with
greatcoat, mess dress, sword, etc. Full dress is not neces-
sary. Pay during this three months' course is 14s. a day
and a servant, or servant's allowance at is. a day, lodging
allowance at £1 a week if in lodgings, or half allowance if
in barracks in unfurnished quarters, are provided. The
three months' training consists of drill, stretcher drill,
interior economy of the R.A.M.C., military law, work with
field ambulances, sanitation and hospital administration
at one of the large hospitals at Aldershot. Candidates can
also pass through the riding school if they wish. I do not
attempt to disguise from any intending candidate that his
time during these three months will be very fully occupied,
but I am sure that there must be many young men who
have just qualified who have more than three months to
spare before they finally settle down in practice, and I am
quite certain that they will never regret the time they
spent at Aldershot. At the end of the three months an
inspection or examination (not formal or written) will be
held by the principal medical officer by whom tlw certifi-
cate of proficiency will be granted. The candidate will
theni be entitled to an annual gratuity of £20 for each year
in which he remains in the Special Reserve up till 40 years
of age. If he wishes to withdraw he can, as I said before,
give a month's- notice, and then his liability to serve and
the £20 both cease together.
The candidate is then a lieutenant R.A.M.C. Special

Reserve, and when he wishes to qualify for promotion to
the rank of captain, after three and a half years' service
he must come up again for training for one month. This
month's training is not necessarily at Aldershot. He may
come up at the head quarter hospital of any command
nearest the place where he is in practice. This may be
called a refresher course, and for this he gets the same
pay as before and 4s. a day messing allowance. He is
then promoted to the rank of captain, and to the rank of
major on the completion of twelve years' service without
further training. The annual payment of £20 does not
continue beyond the age of 40, but an officer can serve
until the age of 45 if a captain, or until 48 if a major.
Gentlemen holding these commissions will have preference
before other medical men for military employment in
stations where full-pay R.A.M.C. officers are not employed.
This of course refers to the ordinary procedure in times

of peace. If war were declared, officers of the Special
Reserve, R.A.M.C., would be called up, and become part

and parcel of the army until their services were no longer
required. They would be posted to general hospitals, field
ambulances, or regiments in the field, or perhaps to
military hospitals and d6p6ts at home, as necessary; and
then of course they will receive the pay of their rank and
allowances like every one else. They would receive at
once £50 for compensation on being called up and to pro-
vide kit, etc., and a similar grant of £50 on the conclusion
of hostilities.
They would be eligible for permanent commissions in

the R.A.M.C., provided that a lieutenant was under 30, or
a captain under 40, years of age. Many civil surgeons
accepted commissions in this way after the South African
war, and no doubt others would do so again in similar
circumstances.

The Officers' Training Corps.
I have left to the last a description of the method by

which medical students who have not yet qualified can
obtain admission to the Special Reserve on modified and
advantageous terms, that is, by joining the Officers'
Training Corps. All universities, including the University
of London, have Officers' Training Corps, and the Univer-
sity of London, like others, has special medical units. If
students of St. George's Hospital choose to join this
training corps and put down their names to join the
Special Reserve of Officers they will be regarded as on
probation for a period not exceeding two years. They
must obtain (in the Officers' Training Corps) the certificates
of proficiency A and B and when they are qualified
professionally they must join like the others at Aldershot,
but the three months' training will be reduced, by fourteen
days if they have got Certificate A, or by six weeks if they
have got A and B. They will get an additional gratuity of
£35, and their commissions will be antedated with eMect
from the date of their first appointment on probation.
They will thus gain a very considerable advantage over
men joining after they have qualified professionally both
in seniority and in additional gratuity.

CONCLUSION.
I should like to ask one question. Do not you think,

apart from the pay and advantages set forth in the condi-
tions I have just read, that you should as a matter of duty
assist in some way towards the protection and defence of
your own country? When the greatest living soldier gives
up his well-earned leisure to tell us in the House of Lords
and on public platforms that all is not well with our army
and that we are not safe from invasion, do you think that
your whole daty is done when you have paid rates and
taxes?
Your seniors do not think so. If you were to look at the

Army List you would see the names of many hundreds of
medical men, many men in general practice, leading men
in our great cities, professors in our universities all willing
and anxious to take their share in National Defence;
organizing and maintaining Field Ambulances in the
Territorial Forces, serving in, or guaranteeing} to serve, in
the great Military General Hospitals in time of need,
giving up their spare time to learn new duties without fee
and without reward. Are the juniors going to do nothing
even though their services are to a certain extent paid?
So far as our own profession is concerned the terms of
service have been most carefully considered and have been
made as easy and flexible as possible.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS.
lliedical Unzits.

The first annual report of the Military Education Committee
to the Senate of the University for the year 1909 has been
presented. The contingent as at present sanctioned consists of
an infantry unit of six companies, an engineer unit of one
company, and a medical unit of three sections of a field
ambulance. An application has been made, and is under the
consideration of the War Office, to organize an artillery unit of
one section of field artillery, a transport section of the Army
Service Corps, and a fourth section of the medical unit.
The general head quarters of the contingent are at the

University of London, South Kensington, where a number of
rooms have been set apart. St. Bartholomew's Hospital pro-
vides head quarters for "AI" section of the medical unit, Guy's
Hospital for the "B" section, and University College Hospital for
the "C" section. It has been necessary to attach cadets to
sections with head quarters at other hospitals than their own.
Thus students of London, Charing Cross, and King's College Hos-
pitals are posted to the "A" section of the medical unit (head
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quarters, St. Bartholomew's Hospital); students of S3t. Thomas's
Hospital are posted to " B " section of the medical unit (head
quarters, Guy's Hospital); and students of Middlesex Hospital
are at present posted to "CC" section of the medical unit (head
quarters, University College Hospital). Subject to the approval
of the War Office to the necessary augmentation of establish-
ment, the sixty-four students of Middlesex Hospital who are at
present members of "C section will be organized as a fourth
section (" D " section), with head quarters at Middlesex
Hospital.
The officers of the medical unit are as follows:

Majors:
Herringham, W. P., M.D. ... Physician, St. Bartholomew's Hospital.
Tooth, H. H., M.D., C.M.G.... Physician, St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

Captains:
Gray, A. M. H., M.D. ... ... Physician to the Skin Department.

University College Hospital.
Davies-Colley, R., M.A., M.C. Obstetric Assistant andRegistrar. Guy's

Hospital.
Liieutenants:

Briscoe. J. C., M.D. ... K... King's College Hospital Medical School.
Layton, T. B., M.S. ... S... Surgical Registrar, Guy's Hospital.
Johnson, A. E., M.B. ... ... Resident Medical Officer, Middlesex

Hospital.
Mathison, G. C. McK., M.B.... Teacher of Physiology, University

College.
At the date of the report the total strength of the medical

unit excluding officers of the permanent staff was 288, "sA"
section having 3 officers and 71 cadets, "B " section 2 officers
and 92 cadets, and "C section 3 officers and 117 cadets. Of
the total St. Bartholomew's Hospital furnished 49, St. Thomas's
Hospital 25, Guy's Hospital 67, the London Hospital 7, the
Middlesex Hospital 64, Charing Cross Hospital 2, University
College Hospital 52, and King's College Hospital 12.
The University Contingent underwent its first annual training

at West Down North, Salisbury Plain, from July 30th to
August 13th, 1909. The training of the medical unit included
three days' work with ambulance wagons and horses. The
annual inspection was held at the camp on August 11th.

SCIENCE NOTES.
THE ingenuity of our most approved fly-traps and cages
is crude beside that displayed by the inhabitants of some
of the villages in Mexico. They keep spiders to rid their
houses of flies, much in the same way as we keep cats to
clear the house of mice. The curious custom dates from
before the time of Columbus. The spider in question,
called the mosquero, is a small one of its kind, and lives in
nests, which it builds in the branches of trees, particularly
oak trees. At the advent of the rainy season flies invade
the houses in great swarms, but the villagers are already
prepared. Going out into the woods they select a small
oak branch thickly laden with spiders' nests. They hang
this from the ceiling of their room, and the spiders speedily
proceed to the business of decimating the flies. The nest
of the mosquero is rather a curious habitation. The
exterior is formed of a web of plaited threads;
the interior is filled with a network of simple
threads among which numerous spaces and passages
are arranged. Throughout the nest a large number
of minute beetles are to be found. They play the
part of commensal, land their business appears to be to
attend to the cleanliness of the nest. They live on the
crumbs from mosquero's table, and in return they clear up
and remove all the remnants from the passages. This is
deposited in special receptacles at the bottom of the nest.
In this way not only is the nest kept clean, but the house
also in which it is hung. Mosquero herself is a nonchalant
creature, never seen beyond her own door, preferring the
quiet comfort of her back parlour. When a fly calls on
business, however, she is very alert, and soon arranges
matters to her own satisfaction. When the " fly season"
is over all the adults leave the colony in a body and make
their way out of doors to pass the winter. The young
ones, however, are left behind in the nest, and they begin
active operations the following year. For an interesting
account of this strange habit we are indebted to M. Le'on
Diguet.1

Dr. C. J. PATTEN, M.A., Professor of Anatomy at the
Sheffield University, recently delivered a lecture at the
Railway Institute, under the auspices of the North-
Eastern Railway Natural History and Scientific Society,
on observations made during a voyage across the Atlantic
and across Canada on the occasion of the visit of the
British Association to Winnipeg last summer. Wishing to
take the opportunity of seeing all the animal life possible
on the journey, he has chosen to cross the Atlantic in a

1 Comqtes Rendus Assoc. France, cxlviii, 1909, p. 735-6.

comparatively small steamer-the Allan liner, Pomeranian
a vessel of some 4,000 tons. One of the advantages of a
smaller steamer was that it was easier to become friendly
with the captain and crew, who would always be of
assistance in looking out for singular birds, mammals, or
fishes. Moreover, on a small boat it was possible to travel
rapidly from stem to stern and keep in view quite easily
birds, fishes, etc., around the steamer. The vessel called
at Havre, but only the whitethroat was observeld there, a
specimen alighting on the boat. It was very tame
and in excellent plumage. On getting under weigh
the fulmar-petrel-a real petrel, not a gull-was
seen. The great shearwater, which got its name from
the fact that it seemed to "' sheer" through the Water,
was also met with. It was commonly found in the South
Atlantic, but was often seen in the North also. The skua
was also seen. It earned its livelihood by plunder, and on
approaching a flock of gulls singled out a bird which had
just had a good dinner-never going near those which had
not dined-and setting the bird on the wing followed it
about, always keeping underneath, and often making a
curious moaning noise. This action caused the gull to
disgorge the fish, which was caught by the skua before it
reached the water. Professor Patten mentioned the por-
poises and dolphins met with, described the Greenland
seal, and added that at the entrance to the St. Lawrence
River some beautiful icebergs were encountered. Inte-
resting slides were shown of the Red Indians, their
squaws, wigwams, etc. The Redskin-who was really
more copper-coloured than red-had many characteristics
of the American, not the least of which was his love
of the almighty dollar. Nearly every group approached
were willing to be photographed, provided the neces-
sary fee was forthcoming. The journey from the East
Coast to Winnipeg was principally through forest but
bird life seemed very scarce. On the prairie, however,
life of every description was extremely prolific. The
buzzard, met with in numbers, had an extremely
interesting and graceful flight as it opened the wing
feathers out something like a comb, and the precision
showed in following its prey was remarkable. It was no
uncommon sight to see four or five of them hunting
together. The prairie wolf, sometimes mistaken for the
dog, was observed, and marmots, gophers, and squirrels
were also met with. The latter animals were larger than
the British species, and of an excitable and lively disposi--
tion. Professor Patten visited the herds of buffalo in the
Government preserves. Views of the fishing station at
Naimo were shown, and the life on the great land-locked
seas of Lakes Superior and Ontario traversed on the return
journey was dealt with. He mentioned that the kitzwater
followed the vessel on the homeward journey all the way
across the Atlantic-a very unusual occurrence.
AT a recent meeting at Accra, Gold Coast, West Africa,

of the Legislative Council of the Colony, on the vote for
supplies, when that for the Medical Department came up,
one of the unofficial members complained of the fees
charged by the Government medical officers for medical
attendance on private patients, and urged that some scale
of charges should be laid down by the Principal Medical
Offlcer. He suggested a fee of £10 a year for each man for
mercantile employees, or a fee of 10s. a day. In the course of
his remarks this unofficial m9mber expressed the opinion
that medical officers should not be allowed to resort to
private practice with a view to increasing their salaries.
We are informed that the usual fees for attendance for
a short illness is 1 guinea a day; for a long one deductions
are usually made. If a retaining fee be agreed upon, £30
a year is the standard charge. Our correspondent con
siders that in view of the high prices charged by the
merchants, especially in inland stations, for European
goods, these fees are not excessive. If the contention
that the Government medical officers should not supple-
ment their salaries by fees from private patients is to be
sustained, then the salaries offered to these Government
medical officers should be such as to,render them quite
independent of private practice, especially in the West
African Medical Service. Meanwhile the question of fees
is not one with which the Government has anything to
do. If the Government medical officer is allowed private
practice, he is quite at liberty to charge a fee which shall
in the circumstances be adequate. As a retaining fee, in
a comparatively unhealthy colony like that of the Gold
Coast, £30 per annum certainly does not seem an exsorbitant
sumL.
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